On the New Town’s Rise and Fall and Location Choice Based on Alonso Model: A Case Study of Pukou University Town of Nanjing
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Abstract
In the process of rapid urbanization, in order to adapt to the continuous development of the city, improve the city’s industrial structure and optimize the layout of urban space, many cities start the planning and construction of a new town. However, not all the new towns can develop well. Why? Based on the comprehensive literature review at home and abroad, this paper takes Pukou University Town of Nanjing as an example and uses the Alonso model to deduce the decision maker’s bidding curve, and tries to illustrate the reasons of the development advantages and disadvantages of new town from the perspective of new town’s location choice, thus it concludes: (a) in the same utility, the price that resident is willing to offer decreases with the increase of commuting distance (or time); (b) the increase of commuting distance (or time) will result in the decrease of land price (house price), and when the saved expenses can’t cover the increased commuting costs, the location’s prospect is worrying.
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INTRODUCTION
With the increasingly enlarged scale of the central city, the high concentration of resident and employed population and heavy traffic, the urban quality and development have been influenced seriously. To relieve the pressure of population growth in the old town of a city, explore new urban development space and upgrade the urban comprehensive competitiveness have become the important issues in the urban planning. In the history, during the process of rapid development of many cities at home and abroad, the model of building new town to explore the urban development space has been always adopted to guide the external flow of resource factors.

In the current and previous periods, to support the urban new development strategies, fasten the urbanization process, push the adjustment on the urban industrial structure and employment structure, the planning and construction of new town such as development zone and university town have been on the rise, which has pushed the comprehensive development of the local economy, policy and culture.

However, as seen from the increasingly built new towns in China, not all the new towns have achieved the above expected results, on the contrary, some new towns develop slowly or are on the decline, which is opposite to the original planning aims. Hence, this paper, taking Pukou University Town of Nanjing as an example, analyzes and explains the reasons of rise and fall of new towns.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW
Whether the development zone, industrial zone or the university town as the new town with special functions, they have their own characteristics and requirements on the location—space layout. In the theory of “the Isolated State”, Von Thunen stated that: suppose that there is a sole transaction market in a homogeneous area and all the
2. ALONSO MODEL CONSTRUCTION OF UNIVERSITY TOWN'S LOCATION CHOICE

This paper supposes that the university as a decision maker on selecting the new office building's location is a decision maker that has rational judgment and is able to count the cost-benefit relationship, and the highest bidding rent that university can afford for each location to reach the established utility with Alonso’s urban spatial structure theory as frame, within the constraints of commuting cost and budget expenditures, thus the bidding curve of new location choice is constructed based on these factors.

Then, to push the bidding of university town’s location choice, we first need to know all the available possibilities and the preference model of the university as a decision maker.

2.1 All the Available Possibilities

The university has certain budget expenditure $y$, among which, land costs of building university town (including the land demolition costs and residents settlement expenses), commuting costs (mainly referring to the discounted present value of cost subsidy paid by the university on its staff’s commuting) and the purchase of all other goods and labors (such as hiring staff, purchasing equipment). Then, the budget constraint can be expressed as follows:

$$ y = \text{land costs} + \text{commuting cost} + \text{all other expenditures} $$

Let’s first analyze the university’s purchase expenditures on all other goods and labors (besides the land and commuting costs). They mainly include two categories: (a) payroll for the staff’s labors; (b) various goods (such as: used for the construction of the supporting facility) purchased from the enterprise. We use $z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_n$ to express the amount of $n$-category goods and labors purchased by the university. If the prices for the $n$-category goods and labors are $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$, then the university’s expenditure on any goods or labor $z_i$ equals to the price for such goods or labor multiplying the purchased amount of such goods or labor, i.e., $p_i z_i$. To make it simple, we summarize all these various goods and labors as comprehensive goods. Its price is $p_c$. As a kind of choice, $z$ can be taken as currency and $p_c$ as unit price.

Then we analyze the university’s expenditure on land. $p$ is the supposed land bid price that refers to the university’s highest bidding rent for the location after the commuting costs at any location being paid based on “highest rent principle” and it does not represent the actual trade price. When purchasing land, the university not only needs to select location but also has to decide the amount of land to be purchased. $q$ represents the amount. Then the land expenditure equals to the land price multiplying the land amount: $p \cdot q$.

Finally, the commuting cost caused by the space distance needs to be considered. Here, the commuting cost
$ct$ mainly refers to the cost of the distance $t$ for the staff from their resident locations to the office—university (we can suppose it as the commuting discounted present value offered by the university to its staff). The commuting cost is mainly measured by the commuting distance and time.

Therefore, we express the budget equation for the new university town’s location choice as Equation (1).

\[ y = p_z t + p (t) q + ct. \]  

(1)

2.2 Preference Model

As seen from the above suppositions, the university as a decision maker pursues its maximum utility on deciding the new university town’s location; therefore, we can use the curve similar to the consumers’ indiffernce curve in classical economic theory to express the university’s preference model.

Under such circumstance, the indifference curve is the various combinations of consumed land amount $q$, consumed comprehensive goods and labor amount $z$, distance $t$, among which, any combination can make the university be satisfied with the same level and the university has indifferent choice on the various combinations on the indifference curve. Then, we can express the utility function of the university’s location decision making as:

\[ u = u(z, q, t). \]  

(2)

In such utility function, when other conditions keep unchanged, the larger the purchased amount of other goods and labors $z$ or the purchased amount of land $q$, then the higher the utility $u$; while distance $t$ is the disutility in the equation as the larger $t$ is, then the commuting is less convenient and the more cost is needed, hence the utility is reduced.

2.3 Mathematical Deduction of the New University Town’s Location Choice

Then, now we expect to find the bid price $p_0$ at any location $t_0$ that can make the university reach the maximum satisfaction level $u_0$ and not higher. As $u_0$ and $t_0$ are known, then the utility function and budget constraint equation can be expressed as follows:

\[ u_0 = \maxi u(z, q, t_0). \]  

(3)

\[ y = p_z t + p (t_0) q + ct_0. \]  

(4)

Put the solution $t_0$ from Equation (4) into Equation (3), we get:

\[ \maxi [u(z, q, t_0), y = p_z t + p (t_0) q + ct_0]. \]  

(5)

As the condition for equilibrium requires that $u_0$ is given and unchanged, namely, wherever the decision maker goes, they have the same satisfaction level. Hence, we can get the amount relationship between $q^{*}$ and $z^{*}$ to reach the given satisfaction level $u_0$ when the university has to land price $p_0$ at location $t_0$ through the partial differential of equation (5):

\[ \begin{align*}
  u_z & = u_t + p_z u_t = 0, \\
  u_q & = u_z - p_z u_z = 0.
\end{align*} \]  

(6)  

(7)

Take the equilibrium solutions $q^{*}$ and $z^{*}$ for Equations (6) and (7) into Equation (3), we can get an implicit function of the bid price $p_0$ at $t_0$ under given utility $u_0$, which is abstracted as:

\[ u_0 = u[z^*, p (t_0), q^*, p(t_0), t_0]. \]  

(8)

Namely, the implicit function determines the highest bid price $p(t_0)$ to reach the satisfaction level $u_0$ at $t_0$.

Similarly, to deduct the university’s bid price curve, now we don’t take distance as an known constant, the university’s bid price function $p(t)$ at any location $t$ can be determined by Equation (9) under given satisfaction level $u_0$:

\[ u_0 = u[z^*, p (t), q^*, p(t), t]. \]  

(9)

Make $p(t) = 0$, we can get the critical value of commuting $t_{max}$ namely:

\[ u_0 = u[z^*, p (t) = 0, q^*, p(t) = 0, t_{max}]. \]  

(10)

As the above functions are expressed in the abstract forms and the detailed forms are unknown, we can’t grasp the bid price curve visually, but we can get the general properties of the bid price curve determined by the implicit function through the following proofs:

(a) The bid price curve is single-valued, namely, only a price $p(t_0)$ at distance $t_0$ can make the person reach the highest satisfaction level $u_0$, and the group of $z_0$ and $q_0$ can be gotten.

If not, we can assume that there’s another price $p'(t_0) < p(t_0)$ on the same curve can reach the satisfaction level $u_0$, and then we can get to another group of $z_0$ and $q_0$ from the Equation (9). Therefore, the budget equation can be expressed as:

\[ y = p_z z_0 + p (t_0) q_0 + ct_0 = p_z z_0 + p' (t_0) q_0 + ct_0. \]  

(11)

It’s easily known that: under the conditions of $z_0 < z_0'$ and $q_0 < q_0'$,

\[ p_z z_0 + p (t_0) q_0 + ct_0 < p_z z_0 + p' (t_0) q_0 + ct_0. \]

Therefore, there’s at least a point can make $z_0 > z_0'$ or $q_0 > q_0$ when the equation (10) is satisfied, as $u > 0, u_q > 0$ and $t_0$ is a constant, then

\[ u(z_0, q_0, t_0) > u(z_0, q_0, t_0). \]

There has no a lower price that can reach the same utility at price $p(t_0)$, similarly, we also can prove that there has not a higher bid price that has the same utility at price $p(t_0)$. Therefore, the bid price curve is single-valued.

(b) The lower bid price curve represents higher utility as lower curve represents lower land price.

(c) The gradient of the bid price curve is negative.

Conduct the total differential of the utility function and budget constraint equation, we can easily get:

\[ \begin{align*}
  du_0 & = u_z dz + u_q dq + ut dt = 0, \quad (12) \\
  dy & = p_z dz + p(t) dq + q dp(t)/dt + (d/dk) dq dr = 0. \quad (13)
\end{align*} \]

Take $q$ as a constant, then $d q = 0$, and we can get the following from Equations (11) and (12):

\[ u/u_z = [q dp(t)/dt + d/dk] / p_z. \]
3. SURVEY ON THE PUKOU UNIVERSITY TOWN OF NANJING

Currently, the main university towns in Nanjing are: Pukou university town constructed in the north of west Yangtze River in 1987, the Xianlin university town in the east planned in 2002; and the Jiangning university town in the south planned in 2002. Pukou university town, located in the Pukou district of Nanjing city, faced the main town of Nanjing across the river, had planned building area of 4 square kilometers, and was planned to cover 12 universities and include 44,045 students. To expand the teaching space and push the economic development of the north river in the 1990s, many famous universities such as Nanjing University, Southeast University and Nanjing Institute of Meteorology settled in Pukou university town, which became the earliest university clusters in Nanjing.

This paper explains why the main university campuses of Nanjing University and Southeast University moved out of Pukou university town and only left the independent institutions there through the Alonso model of the above simplified university town’s location choice, which made the Pukou university town that was constructed earlier than Xianlin and Jiangning university towns go downhill.

The main resident places of the staff of Nanjing University and Southeast University are mainly located in the west of Yunnan road and the east of Ninghai road in Gulou district, which is 13 km away from Pukou university town and 16 km away from Xianlin university town.

As seen from the advanced foreign experience, the university town is usually constructed in the place that is 60-100 km away from the city center, is within 1-hour distance of modern transportation, has good road and transportation facilities, is away from the city’s pollution, has rich water resources, abundant power supply and wide space (Zhao, Zhang, & Gao, 2009). Therefore, if the commuting time is used to measure the commuting cost, then, without loss of generality, we can hold the critical value \( t_{\max} \leq 1 \) h.

Then, even if Pukou university town is only 13 km away from the resident place in Gulou district, Yangtze River No.2 bridge, No.3 bridge and No.4 bridge to the north of the river are still far away from the main town that cannot share the pressure of crossing the river. Yangtze River Bridge has large traffic flow and the traffic jam at rush hours is quite frequent, and it takes 1 hour to go up and down the bridge (compared with the Xianlin university town in the east that’s close to No.2 route of subway with only 25 minutes’ driving distance from the main town), the total commuting time exceeds the critical commuting time, namely, \( t > t_{\max} \), which seriously affects the accessibility to Pukou university town. Under such condition, to reach the given utility \( u_0 \), the university will not settle in the place of \(- (qdp/\partial t) < (dk/\partial t)\), namely, the savings from lower land price are less than the increased commuting costs.
takes Pukou university town of Nanjing as an example to construct the Alonso land bid model based on rational decision making, analyzes and explains the reasons of rise or fall of the new town. We come to the following conclusions:

(a) Under the same utility, with the increase of commuting distance (or time), the land price (or house price) that the decision maker is willing to offer is decreasing as the living cost increases with the increase of commuting distance (or time) and the transportation accessibility and living convenience reduce as well.

(b) The increase of commuting distance (or time) can save the expenditure on the land price (house price), namely, inconvenient commuting results in low land price. However, when the saved expenditure can’t cover the increased commuting costs, then within certain period, if without the exogenous changes such as the location as transportation hub and center business center, such place can’t succeed in introducing the investment and talents and population. The paper is of certain reference significance on the policy making related to new town’s location choice and development plan.
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